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Beyond Color Glass Condensate: 
particle production at both low and high transverse momenta



  

pQCD: the standard paradigm

bulk of QCD phenomena happens at low pt (small x)  

smaller x

high x 

pt



  

 a framework for multi-particle production in QCD at small x/low pt
Shadowing/Nuclear modification factor
Azimuthal angular correlations (di-jets,...)
Long range rapidity correlations (ridge,...)
Initial conditions for hydro 
Thermalization (?) 

QCD at high energy: gluon saturation 
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for a proton target (quarks)

high gluon density: Eikonal multiple scattering
pt broadening

energy dependence: x-evolution via JIMWLK/BK

suppression of spectra/away side peaks 



  

QCD kinematic phase space

???

unifying saturation with high pt (large x) physics?
kinematics of saturation: where is saturation applicable?
jet physics, high pt (polar and azimuthal) angular correlations 
cold matter energy loss, spin physics, …….



  

Pion production at RHIC: kinematics
      collinear factorization                         CGC               
                  GSV, PLB603 (2004) 173-183                                  DHJ, NPA765 (2006) 57-70                
          

this is an extreme approximation with severe consequences!  
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Dipole: DIS, proton-nucleus collisions scattering from small x gluons of the target 
can cause only a small angle deflection

large x partons of target: can cause a large-angle deflection of the quark (high qt)   

CGC: tree level (eikonal approximation) 

toward precision: NLO evolution 

beyond eikonal approximation: tree level

include eikonal multiple scatterings before and after the hard scattering  



  



  

with

summing all the terms gives: 



  

with

all re-scatterings of hard
gluon can be re-summed 



  

Re-scatterings of hard
gluon and final state 
quark re-sum to 



  

cross section:

spinor helicity formalism: light-front spinors

spin asymmetries

soft (eikonal) limit: 

 this is zero in CGC

azimuthal asymmetries

rapidity loss



  

SUMMARY
CGC is a systematic approach to high energy collisions

strong hints from RHIC, LHC,...

connections to TMD,...

toward precision: NLO,...

CGC breaks down at large x (high pt)

a significant portion of EIC phase space is at large x

transition from DGLAP physics to CGC

Toward a unified formalism: 
particle production in both small and large x (pt) kinematics

spin, azimuthal asymmetries in intermediate pt region 

one-loop correction to cross section: from JIMWLK to DGLAP ?



  

contour integration over the pole leads 
to path ordering of scattering 

 ignore all terms: and use



  

interactions of large and small x modes

performing k- integration sets x1
+ = x+ 



  



  

recall



  

integration over 

both poles are below the real axis, we get 

ignoring phases we get a cancellation! 
this can be shown to hold to all orders whenever both initial 

   state quark and hard gluon scatter from the soft fields!

both initial state quark and 
hard gluon interacting: 



  

how about the final state quark interactions?

integration over 

now the poles are on the opposite side 
of the real axis, we get both ordering

and

ignoring the phases the contribution of the two poles add!
path ordering is lost!

however further re-scatterings are still path-ordered 

before/after   
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